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In this article, a revised and enlarged version of a qualitative assess ment matrix for the appraisal of ecosyste m
service potentials is introduced. The product is a si mple tool for scoring terrestrial, coastal and marine ecosyste m
types with respect to their abilities to provide provisioning, regulating and cultural ecosystem services as well as
indicators of ecosyste m state by applying criteria of ecosystem integrity. The methodological steps of matrix development are described, and the e merging expert opinions are illustrated by characterizing different ecosyste m
types, analysing different ecosyste m services and showing the outcomes of linked GIS-based mapping exercises.
The applicability of the matrix is demonstrated by some case studies. The related uncertainties are characterized
and discussed in context with limitations, arising challenges and conceptual problems. The tool is made available
on the internet, and the authors are looking forward to critical checks and proposals for improve ment.
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1. Introduction
Looking into the popular accounting lists of scientific studies and
papers, one of the most successful concepts of the last decades in environmental management is the approach of ecosystem services. These
contributions of ecosystem functions and structures to human wellbeing
(Burkhard et al., 2010) attractively provide convincing arguments for
choosing sustainable pathways in decision making processes (MEA,
2005; Martinez- Harms et al., 2015; Daily et al., 2009; Kumar, 2012;
Portman, 2013; Ruckelshaus et al., 2015). Therefore they are efficient
and conclusive causes of motivations for nature protection (de Groot
et al., 2010; Costanza et al., 2017). Furthermore, the assessment of
provisions, regulations and cultural impressions seems to be a challenging aggregation strategy for ecosystem-based concepts of environmental analysis (Kandziora, 2013; Grunewald et al., 2015). Consequently, a highly motivated community of scientists in the fields of e.g.
economy, ecology, social sciences, geography, and philosophy has actively participated in the increase of ecosystem service sciences
throughout the last years (Costanza et al., 2017; Gómez-Baggethun
et al., 2010). Furthermore, the idea has convinced politicians and decision makers, mainly on international levels (e.g., TEEB, 2009;
European Union, 2011; Boykin et al., 2013; IPBES, 2018), thus the
foundation of international panels and strategies has been strongly
pushed forward during the last years. Summarizing, we can say, “yes“–
the ecosystem service approach has been extremely successful in the
scientific surroundings.
But what about applications? One of the most significant backlogs of
the young ecosystem service approach is the lack of implementations in
practice. And – enfolding this context - one of the most significant
disadvantages of serious ecosystem service assessments is the enormously high complexity which the user has to cope with: For a
consequent systems-based assessment it is necessary to analyse several
different ecosystem service classes (Potschin and Haines-Young, 2016;
Dittrich et al., 2017; Mouchet et al., 2017; Meynhardt et al., 2016), thus
one needs several indicators, which must be assigned to several valuation systems or philosophies ( Müller and Burkhard, 2012); and for
all of these service types, special methodologies are suggested in the
literature (Potschin-Young, 2018; Egoh et al., 2007; Santos- Martin
et al., 2018) and the internet (e.g. project web pages like OPPLA1,
OPERAs 2, ESMERALDA3, ESP 4), enfolding a seemingly endless amount
of approaches, expenditures, calculations, demands for manpower with
high information degrees and appraisals. Therefore, one rarely can find
bundling applications of the ecosystem service approach, e.g. at the
local or municipality levels in environmental management. However,
some first bottom-up studies that modified the matrix based ecosystem
service assessment proved the interest of practice and revealed which
criteria in the assessment are relevant to make it acceptable, transparent and reliable for decision makers (Arnold et al., 2018; Gorn et al.,
2018; Spyra et al., 2018).
In this gradient position between the challenging potential to provide interesting and important information for problem solving at the
one side, and a hardly workable complexity on the other, a methodological compromise might help: Instead of linking complicated equation
systems, coupling multiple statistical outcomes or measuring sophisticated environmental parameters in long-term endeavours, the target of
an aggregated and generalized information system can be followed,
leading to a manageable instrument for applied ecosystem service assessments, especially in exploring alternatives or comparing scenarios.
In order to do so, one has to be aware that the related uncertainty of
that tool, which cannot provide the exactness of e.g. complex
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measuring campaigns, will be discussed devotedly. But for the preparation of decisions, for getting a first impression and for taking into
account the often demanded holistic bundles of services and state
variables (Dittrich et al., 2017), a generalizing approach can be found
as the only solution. Thus, there is a need for robust and scientifically
sound methods for ES assessments ( Harrison et al., 2017; Campagne
and Roche, 2018) which are understandable and supported by the endusers, which are not excessively time consuming in application and
which can help solving the urgency – uncertainty dilemma of ecosystem
service assessments. These approaches are especially suitable if sources
of data are scarce because then expert knowledge can be very helpful
(Schulp et al., 2014, Jacobs et al., 2015).
Several authors (e.g. Burkhard and Maes, 2017; Grêt-Regamey
et al., 2015, 2018), who have realized these strategic trade-offs, are
using the concept of tiers, as “a classification of available methods according to the level of detail and complexity with the aim of providing
advice on method choice.” ( Burkhard and Maes, 2017, pp. 371). GretRegamey et al. (2018) distinguish three tiers, which include different
mapping approaches, comprising of look-up tables, expert knowledge,
causal relationships, extrapolation of primary data, regression and
systems models. The approaches can be distinguished due to their increasing functional complexity, the data demand, data quality and the
complexity of the methods. Tier 1, mostly based on land cover and land
use information, is suitable for the provision of an overview, tier 2
should be applied if process-understanding is necessary and tier 3
should be used if explicit measures and the output of biophysical process models are needed. Furthermore, the suitability of approaches is
influenced by the spatio-temporal working scale and the possible expenditure. Therefore, many applied solutions must be assigned to tiers 1
or 2. Also, while applying the following methodology, we are working
in a range between tier 1 and tier 2.
Within these conditions and constraints, we have developed an
upgraded new ecosystem service matrix approach which is based on the
expertise of several colleagues and quantitative applications, assigned
to higher, empirical or model-based tier classes. It provides an advanced guideline of the “Kiel matrix approach” to better integrate the
ecosystem service concept into modern decision-making processes. We
are building upon the methodologies which have been generally described in different papers (e.g. Burkhard et al., 2009, 2012, 2014,
Nedkov and Burkhard, 2012; Kandziora, 2013; Jacobs et al., 2015), by
local and regional case studies (e.g. Bicking et al., 2018; Dang et al.,
2018a, 2018b; Hou et al., 2018; Kopperoinen et al., 2014; Koschke
et al., 2012; Kroll et al., 2012; Ma et al., 2018; Stoll et al., 2015; Wangai
et al., 2017, 2019; Rova et al., 2015; Vihervaara et al., 2012) and by
several theses that have applied the ecosystem service matrix5. Recently, some new concepts and proposals have been published which
concentrate on the methodologies of expert derived ecosystem service
assessment matrixes (e.g. Hou et al., 2013; Schulp et al. 2014,
Campagne et al. 2017, Campagne and Roche 2018, Gorn et al. 2018).
Their outcomes and the respective demands will be discussed in the
forthcoming text.
For this paper, the reliable matrix concept which was initiated in
2009, has been updated in context with the research projects BACOSA II
(Baltic Coastal System Analysis and Status Evaluation)6 and SECOS II
(The Service of Sediments in German Coastal Seas)7, in order to assess
and map ecosystem service provisions for the terrestrial, semi-terrestrial and marine ecosystems of the Baltic Sea around the German coast.
The resulting assessment scheme should therefore be comprehended as
a general guideline (not a fixed “computational regulation”) which has
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been optimized to fit the conditions of regional Northern German
ecosystem complexes and which is mainly basing upon the ecosystem
distinctions of the European CORINE land cover system8. Furthermore,
the utilized classification of ecosystem services is basing upon the papers of Burkhard et al. (2014) and Kandziora (2013). It additionally
includes the attributes of ecosystem integrity as proposed by Müller
(2005) as well as Müller and Burkhard (2010, 2012) in order to integrate information on the ecosystem state for application purposes.
Due to the described demands, the modifications compared to e.g.
Burkhard et al. (2014) are mainly referring to the following points:

• New ecosystem and landscape types have been integrated.
• Coastal ecosystems and coastal infrastructures have been enclosed.
• Seascape units have been added.
of ecosystem integrity have been re-arranged and added
• Attributes
to indicate ecosystem conditions.
• The scoring system has been adapted.
• The expert check has been intensified.
The possibility to quickly derive locally adapted versions has been
• increased.
• Indications of uncertainties have been implemented.
Consequently, the central objectives of this article are:
inform colleagues and stakeholders about the advanced assess• toment
matrix as a quick and practical management tool,
to
present
problems, applications and challenges of the
• approach, advantages,
and
provide an updated discussion basis for the improvement and
• tofurther
development of the matrix tool. Therefore, this doc-

2. Materials and methods
The proposed matrix is mainly based on the permanent development of the approach after the start in the year 2009. There have been
several problems detected since then, which are partially solved in the
new approach. This improvement has also become possible because of a
high number of regional applications and several technical linkages
with other approaches. For example, there has been an integration of
new methodologies, e.g. by utilizing Bayesian Belief Networks (e.g.
Dang et al., 2018a), fuzzy set approaches and self-learning machines
(e.g. Dang et al., 2018b), statistical procedures (e.g. Bicking et al.,
2018; Zeleny et al., subm.), INVEST models (Daily et al., 2009)9 , applications of the GISCAME platform (e.g. Fürst et al., 2013; Frank et al.,
2015; Arnold et al., 2018) and remote sensing techniques (e.g.
Kandziora and Dörnhöfer, 2014), and multiple activations of other
tools.
To describe the general procedure of matrix development, we can
follow the actually published matrix methodology steps after Campagne
and Roche (2018). They are listed in Table 1, where at the right side
(second column) the actual implementation of the proposed methodological sequence (left side and first column) is documented. As several
steps have been distributed over rather long time spans, some of the
youngest steps shall be explained shortly:
panel selection (step 1 a-c in Table 1): Since 2009, several
• Expert
expert groups and individuals have been providing critical statements on the matrix approach. For the final check of the presented
matrix, the time steps are listed as step 4 in Table 1. In 2016, an
internal working group was founded (which mainly consisted of the
authors with a (former or current) affiliation at the University of
Kiel). This group has developed the transformation from the old
matrix values into the new forms and scores and proposed ecosystem service potentials for the new ecosystem types. The group
also proposed the names of potential experts. The outcome of the
internal group discussions was then sent to 110 external colleagues.

umentation in focus is directed towards a feed back from the reader,
demonstrating the recent stage of a continuous developmental
process.
The respective focal research questions can be formulated as follows:

Scoring methodology elaboration (step 1 d): Throughout several ap• plications,
it became obvious that the old scoring system (values
between 0 and 5) signalizes a realistic selectivity and intensively
demonstrates the qualitative character and the high uncertainty of
the suggested probability values. But problems were arising when
high values (e.g. 5) had to be enhanced, e.g. in developmental
scenarios. Also, when similar land use units had to be compared, the
scoring system could not be applied meaningfully because the span
of values was too small. Therefore, it was proposed to set the scores
between 0 and 100 points, similar to the modelling system
GISCAME10 (see e.g. Frank et al., 2015; Fürst et al., 2016).

it make sense to construct an applicable table of potential
• Does
human utilities provided by different ecosystem types as a tool in
sustainability management?
high is the inherent uncertainty of such an approach and does
• How
the advantage of bundling a comprehensive set of knowledge predominate the potential inexactness of the assessment?

•

Which steps have to be taken to improve the presented ecosystem
service - probability table?

The subsequent text consists of a description of the applied methodological steps for the development of the assessment system. The
material and methods section is followed by a specification of the outcoming prototype and its applicability as a focus of the results. Here, the
different ecosystem types are compared as well as the different ecosystem service groups. Applications are discussed, and the nexus towards ecosystem service mapping and potentials to illustrate the outcomes is described thereafter. In the discussions uncertainties and
critical points, developmental questions and special challenges are debated as well as case studies, which demonstrate the applicability of the
concept. The paper ends with conclusions and extended acknowledgements to the supporters and experts who have assisted the construction of the introduced matrix. The tool itself can be downloaded as
part of the attachments together with a comprehensive set of illustrative
figures of ecosystem service profiles.

matrix creation (step 3.a): This step was carried out by the
• Initial
authors located in Kiel (s.a.) throughout a sequence of intensive
meetings and workshops.

•

9
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Filling in the matrix and expert consultations (step 4.b): The youngest
expert consultations were carried out during the spring seasons of
2017 and 2018. Additionally to the experts commenting on the
matrix before 2017 (see acknowledgements), 110 colleagues were
asked for expert judgements on the proposed matrix. They were
asked to check the total concept and to comment especially on those
ecosystem types or service groups connected to their expertise. The
feedback rates from the last survey reached a surprisingly high
number of 50%. Especially terrestrial and coastal ecosystems, inland
waters and cultural services reached return rates higher than 50%
while the values of the horizontal tests for integrity, provisioning
services and regulating services were about 20%, respectively.

Table 1
The matrix methodology steps following Ca mpa gne and Roche (2018) and the respective steps concerning the proposed matrix of this paper.
Working stepsfollowing Campagne and Roche (2018)
1. Goal and preparation phase
a. Ecosystem service selection
b. Ecosystem type selection
c. Expert panel selection
d. Scoring methodology elaboration
2. Workshop conduction
3. Initial matrix creation
a. Pre-filled matrix by smaller expert group
4. Filling-in the matrix
a. Full individual filling
b. Experts were asked for special groups of types or services
c. Experts make comments on spread-sheet locations and propose
different scores
d. Working group meeting evaluates the expert proposals and
determines outcomes, consensus rounds
e. Variability visible in matrix at excel file
5. Compiling the values
6. Checking reliability and validation
7. Outputs
a. Matrix
b. Maps
c. Graphs

Realization of the working stepsconcerning the matrix concept of this paper
1. General start: Burkhard et al. (2009)
a. Kandziora et al. (2013)
b. Burkhard et al. (2014)
c. Internal and external panels (see text)
d. Burkhard et al. (2009) → 0 to 5,Frank et al. (2014) → 0 to 100 (see text)
2. Several workshops and meetings since 2009
3. Preparation of 2009 – paper (e.g. Kroll et al.2012)a. group work in 2008 and 2018 (see text)
4. Outcome of group work sessions(filled in for the new matrix concept)a. Winter 2017b. Winter 2017
(see text)c. Spring 2018d. May and June 2018e. June and July 2018

5. Final compilation: August 2018 ff. (see text)
6. Checking reliability: August 2018 ff.Optimizations due to this paper
7. Outputs: starting with this papera. Matrix → annex of this paperb. Maps → several papers in workc.
Graphs → annex of this paper

the values (step 5): The incoming expert valuations con• Compiling
sisted of newly proposed scores and texts. Both were inserted within
the excel sheet. The scoring differences were then discussed by the
focal internal expert group and the spans were documented in the
final version of the matrix. The texts were used to decide on the
outcome of the survey.
Checking reliability (steps 6 and 7): Steps 6 and 7 are initialized with
• this
paper. The presented matrix is seriously put up for discussion
and improvement, and the authors are highly motivated to update
the concept due to constructive suggestions from the readers.
Due to the long history of the proposed matrix scheme, the suggested working steps of Campagne and Roche (2018) have been modified, and some of their demands have been neglected. For instance,
there was no additional confidence inquiry of the experts, the proposed
confidence rating by the experts (Gorn et al., 2018) was indicated by
the uncertainty assessment described in the discussion of this paper.
The working plan does not reflect a clear Delphi approach application,
although the core group has been working with distinct expert feed
backs. Therefore the final version is based on a restricted repetitive
survey. The procedure was not carried out in an anonymous way as
demanded by Gorn et al. (2018), and there has been no repeated expert
feedback by all experts before this paper has been arranged.
On the other hand, the matrix has been checked by some empirical
studies which have been carried out in between. During these applications, additional failures, problems and uncertainties have been detected. Also, the suitability of the general matrix for special local or
regional valuations has been used for certain adaptations. Those cases
will be reported throughout the discussion of this paper. Their sources
are described in Bicking et al. (2018, 2019) with respect to Fig. 7,
Ahrendt et al. (2019) concerning Fig. 8, as part of the project SECOS
(Baltic Sea Atlas, Fig. 9) 11 in Bicking and Müller (2019). The data of
Figs. 11–13 have been taken directly from the matrix (Fig. 1).
3. Results
The described procedures resulted in a new table to evaluate the
ecosystem service potentials of different land and sea cover types (Fig. 1
and Appendix I.). The central question for each node of the matrix is
11
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“how high is the potential of the ecosystem type (X- horizontal axis) to
provide the ecosystem service or the ecological integrity indicator (Y – vertical axis)?“ The definitions of the services are summarized in the left
field of the excel sheet (column A) and are adapted from Kandziora
(2013) and Burkhard et al. (2014). The temporal scale of the concept is
an annual rhythm, and the spatial scale refers to one homogeneous
ecosystem, located in Northern Germany. The characterization of the
potentials generally is based on a valuation between 0 and 100 points of
a Relative Ecosystem Service POTential (RESPOT). In the attached version, the reader will find proposed values between 10 (actually representing the smallest potentials) and 90 (actually the highest values).
These scoring variabilities can be widened to a range between 0 and
100, following the specific experts’ opinions or the local conditions in
the specific operated case study. In the attached table, a value of 5
symbolizes provisions which technically could be logically excluded
(e.g. fish catches in a forest), but for which the inherent uncertainty of
parameter combinations is applied, assigning at least a minimal probability.
The ‘previous’ matrix valuations from 2014 have been transferred
into the described scoring system by simple multiplications, accordingly.
Additionally, the scores of the matrix have been translated into
“spider graphics” (also called radar-, rose-, amoeba-diagrams) in the
attached pdf file (Appendix II.) for readers who prefer a visual test. The
figures include photos of exemplary ecosystems and short definitions of
the respective ecosystem types. Most diagrams show three different
ecosystems and their proposed scoring values for the provision of the
services and systems features noted in the outside ring of the spider
figure (see also Fig. 12).
3.1. Ecosystem services and integrity attributes (vertical issues)
The vertical axis of the matrix contains the selected ecosystem
services and integrity attributes. These categories have been chosen due
to the regional significances of the respective items and their suitability
according to the ecosystem service precursors as well as the approach of
ecosystem integrity indication (Kay, 1991; Müller, 2005; Haase et al.,
2018). The latter group shall not be understood as an ecosystem service
(such as supporting services of the Millennium Ecosystem Assesment
(MEA, 2005)). Instead, it demonstrates a summarizing, holistic and
functional picture of the ecological state and quality of the respective
system, based upon the capacity of the systems to operate in self-

Fig. 1. Overview of the recent ecosystem potential matrix (also available as a supplement in Appendix I.; colours structures, values, etc. are explained in the text).

organized sequences of ecological processes (see Müller et al., 2010;
Müller and Burkhard, 2010; Schneiders and Müller, 2017). From our
viewpoint, such indications of the ecosystem conditions are essential for
environmental assessments, because a concentration on ecosystem
services alone would neglect very important information on the environmental state.
3.2. Investigated ecosystem types (horizontal issues)
Also the list of ecosystem types has been modified strongly, compared to the approaches from Burkhard et al. (2009) or (2014): The
terrestrial systems still mainly consist of CORINE land cover types. They
have been selected with respect to their appearances in northern
German landscapes (where e.g. regrettably no olive growths can be
found). Besides these reductions, there have been made additional
distinctions of types concerning the different shoreline ecosystems.
Furthermore, several coastal infrastructural seascape elements have
been added, reaching from harbours over coastal protection items such
as dikes, groins or breakwaters to promenades or jetties. Finally, there
is a new marine block which consists of three classes of marine subsystems,
the key habitat and community types covering the sediments (e.g.
• reed
zones, macrophyte stands, mussel beds),
different sediment types mainly related to the Baltic Sea (e.g.
• the
clay, sand, gravel, silt) and

different basic water body types according to the Water
• the
Framework Directive of the European Union (e.g. oligohaline inner
coastal water bodies,).
3.3. Results with respect to ecosystem types
Figs. 2 and 3 summarize characteristics which describe the distribution of the ecosystem service potentials of the ecosystem groups.
With respect to the overall average relative ecosystem service potential
(RESPOT) values (Fig. 2), the settlements (avg. RESPOT value of 13.8)
have the smallest providing capacity, whereby the minimum can be
found in construction sites (avg. 7.1) and the internal maximum value
in urban greens (avg. 32.4). Also the coastal infrastructures (avg. 19.3)
and the coastal ecosystems (avg. 24.8) show rather small average values. They are followed by inland waters (avg. 34.3), agro ecosystems
(avg. 40.9) and nature-near systems (avg. 40.9), wetlands (43.9) and
forests (avg. 62.3) on the terrestrial branch. In the marine part, the
sediments (avg. 16.2) have the smallest potential, the marine water
bodies (avg. 22.3) have a medium position and the marine habitats
(avg. 29.6) have the highest ecosystem service provision in the eyes of
the experts who have participated in this valuation exercise. The
standard deviations generally follow this sequence. Overall it can be
stated that the total potential ecosystem service provisioning capacity
of terrestrial landscapes is higher (avg. 32.2) than the potentials of
marine (avg. 23.5) and coastal (avg. 21.5) land- and seascapes.
When the four ecosystem service classes are distinguished, another

Fig. 2. Calculated average overall RESPOT values of different ecosystem groups and the respective standard deviations; these graphics demonstrate the overall
assessed potentials of the investigated ecosystem type groups to provide services and integrity features. The standard deviation shows the heterogeneity of service
scores.

Fig. 3. Potentials of the ecosystem type groups for service provision with respect to integrity, provisioning, cultural and regulating services.

Fig. 4. Assigned overall potentials of ecosystem services and integrity attributes sorted by the original sequence of the matrix (right side) and by the sizes of the single
services (right).

interesting picture becomes obvious (in Fig. 3): To start with the most
general level, it can be recorded that the overall potentials of the
cultural services (avg. 43.0 following Fig. 4) have received the highest
evaluations, while provisioning services, which are often appearing in a
mono-utility and rival manner (only one respective service type is
possible), reach a very low average potential of 13.6 points. Regulating
services (avg. 29.7) and integrity attributes (avg. 35.8) which are produced and needed in all ecosystem types consequently show a medium
scoring position.
Among the provisioning services, the roles of agroecosystems and
forests become very dominant. Astonishingly, the forests have been
characterized by higher provisions than the agricultural ecosystems.
This scoring results from the versatile and multiple provisions of forests,
which also include timber, wood fuel, wild food, clean water, etc.,
while the agricultural land use is oriented at the optimization of one
single product (one crop or one livestock product) only. Therefore, the
average provision must be relatively low here. As we are arguing on a
strongly generalizing scale here, the influence of fishing is only weakly
visible in the marine habitats and inland waters. The assigned values of
the regulating services are higher than the provisions in general. Here,
the role of forests becomes extremely clear, and also wetlands, naturenear systems and agro ecosystems provide high scores, while settlements and the coastal systems only show low capacities for the regulation of ecological processes. A similar sequence can be found in the
average integrity values. This strong accordance can be used to underline the strong relationships between integrity as a functional ecosystem state variable and the regulation capacity. The fourth group
with the highest potentials for service provision are the cultural ecosystem services. In contrast to all other classes, these services also
provide high probabilities in the aquatic ecosystems, and especially
inland waters and coastal ecosystem types belong to the highest group
of valuations.
To explain this in a more detailed way, Fig. 4 shows the average
potentials of all investigated single services. Starting with the right side
of the Figure, the above-mentioned sequence of service potentials in the
recent matrix version is obvious and accountable: As they can appear in
all ecosystem types, the average potentials of cultural services are very
high in all cases. They are followed by integrity variables, regulating
services and provisioning services. The average performances of the
latter are rather small because they appear in a very small number of
ecosystem types only and many of them are excluding other land use
activities, while all the other service types can occur also in different
(non-excluding, non-rival) combinations.
These conditions are reflected in the left part of the figure, where
the service potentials are sorted by individual sizes. Again, the experts’
preferences for the high value of cultural services in Northern Germany
are reflected, favouring recreation and tourism, regional identity, biodiversity and natural heritage. We will touch that general trend again in
the discussions of this paper. The regulations and the attributes of
ecosystem conditions have been assigned to middle ranges by the experts, although they play major roles for the functioning of the landscape and for the flows of all the other service classes. Finally, the role
of provisioning services seems to be of minor importance. That is an
interesting result because under many aspects it directly contradicts the
economic reality, where the supply with agricultural, forestry and
fishery products provides basic societal demands, and should therefore
be expected to be given a much higher score. But here the abovementioned exclusiveness may be the reason for that interesting scoring
output.
Another aspect can be interpreted on the basis of Fig. 5: Here the
relative ecosystem service potentials of the different ecosystem types
are depicted as a percentage shares referring to the three ecosystem
classes terrestrial, coastal and marine. In general, the terrestrial ecosystems have the highest potentials (avg. value of 32.2) while marine
(avg. 23.5) and coastal systems (avg. 21.5) have lower provisioning
capacities per unit of space. The group related differences are especially

high concerning the regulating potentials and relatively low with respect to provisioning services. The role of coastal areas reaches the
highest shares with respect to cultural services. Looking into single
services, coastal supplies are relatively high with respect to beach
wrack, ornamentals, wild food, erosion regulation and flood protection.
The marine units are superior suppliers of fish, minerals, nutrient regulation, water purification, and they play an important role referring to
global climate regulation and carbon sequestration.
Finally, these ranking exercises can be terminated by looking at the
pattern of the overall potentials for ecosystem service supply of the
Northern German ecosystem types, as illustrated in Fig. 6: It is obvious
that the forests have the highest general service providing potentials.
They are followed by peat bogs, reed zones, grasslands, moors and
heathlands, marshes and lakes, and at the other side, the lowest provisions are expected in human-dominated, urban and industrial areas,
and artificial coastal infrastructural objects. Also the role of sediments
in direct service supply is estimated as a rather small contribution.
Concerning all of these scoring exercises, it has to be stressed, that
the values are all related to a unit area of a unified size (e.g. 1 ha).
Consequently, the political and management significance can be situated quite differently, depending on the real size of the single land
cover areas. For instance, 69% of the Schleswig-Holstein surface is used
by agriculture and only about 10% is covered by forests. Thus, the total
quantitative service production of agriculture will be higher than the
contribution of forests.
3.4. Mapping matrix–based ecosystem service potentials
Already in the introduction of this paper it was mentioned that a
focal motivation to develop and use this approach is founded on the
idea to foster the application of ecosystem services in environmental
management and planning. For both purposes, regional distinctions and
illustrations by maps play an important role. Therefore, some examples
from different scales, with different resolutions and contents have been
included in the Figs. 7, 8 and 9. Schleswig- Holstein in Northern Germany is shown with terrestrial applications in Fig. 7, characterizing the
patterns of ecosystem service potentials of wild foods and local climate
regulation. In both cases, the matrix scores are directly transferred to
the respective land cover types, and as an outcome, overall relatively
low values can be seen with exceptions mainly related to forests, wetlands, rivers, lakes and coastal systems. These types are the focal contents of Fig. 8. In an integrating manner, here the service potentials of
the direct coastline with a consideration of the neighbouring coastal
systems are illustrated. While the columns show a distinction of service

Fig. 5. Relations of average relative ecosystem service potential values with
respect to the groups of terrestrial, coastal and marine ecosystem types.

Fig. 6. Average relative ecosystem service potential values of all assessed ecosyste m types.

classes in the area of the Darß-Zingst Bodden Chain in MecklenburgVorpommern, the colour of the coastline represents the total potential
service provision. The colour is related to the average scores of the
histogram at the right side of the figure. Also here it is obvious that the
valuation of cultural services is dominant and that i.e. the provisioning
services can be characterized by rather small values.
A combination of marine and terrestrial applications can be seen in

Fig. 9. On the one hand, impressive differences become obvious between the two counties investigated, i.e. as a consequence of the distinct amounts and patterns of wetlands, lakes and forests. On the other
hand, the values of the sea look rather homogenous. The problem
arising here is the integration of marine and terrestrial aspects on service potentials. Although all of the maps shown here still have the
status of hypothetical distribution patterns, most work ahead seems to

Fig. 7. Maps of Schleswig-Holstein depicting terrestrial applications of the matrix using CORINE land cover resolutions. Left side: potential to provide wild food;
Right side: potential for local cli mate regulation; contribution fro m S. Bicking.

Fig. 8. Map of ecosyste m service bundles for the coastline of the Darß-Zingst Bodden Chain, referring to the matrix using the MAPTITUDE approach, contribution
fro m I. Ruljevic.

refer to the weighing up between terrestrial and marine assessment
traditions. Further attempts will be put on methodological and conceptual possibilities for aggregation of ecosystem service bundles, in
order to provide an optimal level of information for practical decision
making processes.
4. Discussion
4.1. General uncertainties of the approach
While reflecting on the described matrix approach, it is important to
keep in mind that we have been developing and observing an abstract,
hypothetical construct of relationships, in a qualitative manner which is
based upon a strongly reduced number of control parameters and upon
the subjective knowledge of multiple experts, and which only partly has
been checked in a quantitative manner. Consequently, the conceptual
and methodological insecurities are enormous – a good reason to initiate the discussion section of this paper with these items. As a starting

point the nominated general weaknesses of the concept can be addressed:
have worked with the outcome of a group-based, subjective
• We
selection of ecosystem services and we have used individually elaborated definitions of the services. They are based on experience
from empirical ecosystem research (Fränzle and Kappen, 2008) and
applied ecosystem theories (Müller and Burkhard, 2007, 2010), and
therefore they show some differences from the dominating TEEB
and CICES classifications (see Kandziora, 2013).
chose a specific typology of ecosystem, which is mainly valid in
• We
a regional context and which is settled on a specific methodological
viewpoint on landscape structures and processes. Thus, the selection
process might be called rather pragmatical.
We have selected land cover as the focal character of system type
• distinctions
due to data availability reasons. Many very important
parameters, such as elevations, gradients, geomorphological, geological, pedological items, climatological, ecochemial or

Fig. 9. Map of the Ger ma n Baltic Sea area referring to the matrix and including applications for the focal areas of the SECOS and BACOSA projects; contribution from
J. Schumacher and S. Bicking.

hydrological modifications and variabilities of land use intensities
are not primarily considered in the presented basic version of the
matrix.
The probabilities of ecosystem service provision have been for• mulated
in a group-subjective manner. The determination of the 0 –
100 scoring list may be called arbitrary, the primary restriction to
the range from 10 to 90 may be valuated to be artificial, and to leave
a general, minimal probability of 5 can be understood as an inconsistent manipulation. On the other hand, these decisions reasonably allow for a better possibility of distinctions, to an improved
potential to demonstrate changes also in extreme value loadings as
an outcome of scenarios and with respect to an intimation of the
high inherent uncertainty of the procedure. Additionally, some
colleagues argue that semi-quantitative valuation should not be allowed at all due to ethical reasons. There may be good paradigmatic
arguments for such a statement, but several applications of similar
approaches have shown that the valuation strategies are useful and
that the outcome is surprisingly correct.
source of uncertainty is based on the selection of the ex• Another
perts, their knowledge, motivation, their personal normative loadings and their knowledge backgrounds (Timpte et al., 2018). In our
case the group is biased, as most of them are ecologists or environmental scientists with a university and research education and
often with a professional university / research affiliation. Colleagues
from environmental authorities and persons who could be attributed
to the general public have not been asked to participate in the
surveys because – within these first steps - the focal task has been
the optimization of scientific soundness of the outcome.

•

A quantitative check of the results has been conducted in some case
studies only. The respective proofs have demonstrated problems, but
also provoked enlightening ideas for modifications and further developments of the concept. In this context, for instance several applications of model systems ( Bayesian Belief Networks, InVEST,
Giscame, ARI ES, Petri nets; e.g. in Kandziora and Dörnhöfer, 2014;
Dang et al., 2019; Bicking et al., 2018; Hou et al., 2018; Ma et al.,
2018) and regional statistics (Kroll et al., 2012; Bicking et al., 2018 ;
Rova et al., 2015, 2019) were carried out in order to improve the
matrix probability values for ecosystem service provision.

Besides these specific items, Hou (2013) have discussed a long list
of sources for uncertainties in matrix applications to derive a scheme
of ecosystem services. Some of these items are:

Uncertainties due to general systems principles (e.g. chaotic beha• viour,
non-linearity)
Uncertainties due to systems analysis methods (e.g. indirect effects,
• de-localized
effects)
Uncertainties
due to ecosystem and landscape dynamics (e.g. un• certain dynamics
of land-use or climate)
due to modelling methodologies (e.g. assumptions,
• Uncertainties
input data)
due to landscape analytical methods (e.g. hetero• Uncertainties
geneities, classification ambiguity)
Uncertainties due to valuation methodologies (e.g. subjectivity of
• valuation,
value dynamics, political circumstances)
Uncertainties
due to natural service supply (e.g. due to limited re• gional knowledge
or uncertain dynamics)
Uncertainties due to preference settings (e.g. valuation strategies of
• individual
participants, biased expert judgements)
Uncertainties
due to technical problems (e.g. methodological
• weaknesses, de-compatibilities
of methods, data scarcity)
Uncertainties due to scaling mismatches (e.g. neglecting additive
• (emergent)
effects of ecosystem complexes or neglecting the effects
of landscape boundaries or punctual landscape elements)
Uncertainties due to insufficient parameter inclusion (e.g. con• centrating
on land cover without considering soils, elevations, land
use intensities, etc.)
due to lack of processual knowledge (e.g. working
• Uncertainties
with lack of information on carbon sequestration potentials or nutrient retention capacities)

•
Uncertainties due to loose distinctions between potentials, supplies,
• flows
of and demands for ecosystem services (e.g. confusion of poUncertainties due to non-regarded interactions (e.g. influences from
neighbouring ecosystems)

tentials and demands concerning cultural ecosystem service.)
An important source of these problems arises from ecosystem scales:
Several services are produced due to the interactions of several ecosystems, which might also be assigned to several ecosystem types.
Therefore these services cannot be depicted by matrix scores that are
related to isolated ecosystems alone: Examples for such scaling problems arising from ecosystem interactions are uncertainties in biodiversity (due to the potentially wide-ranging home ranges of organisms),
abiotic heterogeneity (as a product of variabilities in ecosystem complexes), livestock and its products (as provisions from sheds/stables and

different pastures), wild food (e.g. due to the home range of game),
flotsam or beach wrack (due to the transport from place of origin to the
location of appearance), groundwater (as a product of expansive ecosystem complexes). Also flood protection, wind erosion, nutrient regulation, water purification, and pollination are unfolding their provisions for human well-being at the landscape level. And finally all the
cultural services, such as landscape aesthetics, landscape beauty and
inspiration or recreation and tourism are strongly influenced by landscape aspects and the interactions among ecosystems. Tourism destinations for example, are mostly based on specific ecosystem characters,
which make the place attractive, thus they are originally very often
related to very special ecosystem service supplies. But if the factual
abodes of the tourists are investigated, they will be outside this
“highlight” place. That is also a consequence of the tourist infrastructure which often is provided in the vicinity of the attractive places.
Therefore the relation between the attractor and the sojourn of the
visitors may be quite different. In this context, the concept of viewsheds
has been introduced in many studies, i.e. describing the relations in
mountainous areas (e.g. Schirpke et al., 2016). Consequently, also regional identity, cultural heritage and natural heritage have to be regarded carefully under this scale-aspect.
In our research areas, another typical scale mismatch arises from the
influence of coasts or shorelines: An arable land ecosystem has received
a valuation of 40 RESPOT points in the matrix concerning the potential
to provide recreational and touristic utilities. But it is a difference if this
ecosystem is situated in a homogenous arrangement of similar fields or
if it is located directly at the beach of the Baltic Sea or the shore of one
of the numerous lakes in Schleswig-Holstein. The increase of potentials
due to such spatial interactions has to be included into future investigations and applications of the matrix approach. A similar inclusion has to be carried out concerning smaller items than ecosystems:
Single objects like natural monuments (Naturdenkmale), single trees,
ecotones, areas with limited heterogeneities, the products of rare events

or sub systems that are smaller than the evaluated ecosystem are not
considered in the presented matrix. Also here, further development is
necessary, i.e. if the matrix shall be adapted to planning purposes.
4.2. Specific uncertainties within the presented matrix
How did these uncertainties become effective in our study? The
differences in insecurity of the assessments can be found in the matrix
figure, indicated by the colour of the single fields: During the feedback
interpretations of the expert valuations, all proposals have been noted
and the final variation of the experts’ proposals has been symbolized by
different colours: a green background shows that there have been no
proposals for any change of the respective relation. The darker the
yellow-brownish colour shade is the higher have been the differences of
the expert suggestions. The scale (see also B42 – B52 in the excel sheet)
reaches in steps of 10 RESPOT points from 0 to 70.
In total there have been 882 proposals for changes, 453 of them
concerning terrestrial ecosystems, 241 proposals for modifications in
the marine environment and 188 suggestions were related to the coastal
ecosystem types. As different experts often suggested different changes,
the main author group has evaluated the results, whereby in some cells
of the spreadsheet both directions of change (higher numbers as well as
lower values) have been submitted. Additionally, some proposals were
based on misunderstandings or conceptual problems, many of them
suggesting small changes. Some ideas could hardly be accepted due to
visible problems about the comprehension of the services or the ecosystem types. In total, about 50% of all proposals have been realized.
Fig. 10 shows the distribution of expert suggestions. Concerning the
different ecosystem types, the highest uncertainty has been linked with
the conditions of broad-leaved forests, rivers, aquacultures and coniferous forests (Fig. 10, A). While the two forest types seem to be wellknown landscape compartments and therefore attractive objects of reflection for many of the experts, the valuations of rivers and ponds are

Fig. 10. Proposed changes by the experts with reference to ecosystem types (A and B) and ecosystem services (C and D). In both cases the issues with the highest
numbers of disagreements are found in the upper part while below the initial valuations have been accepted with the highest agreement.

difficult in fact. Rivers are assigned to be high quality ecosystem types,
but their initial ecosystem service potentials have been rated rather low
as they do not fulfil a broad spectrum of the demanded utility functions
compared with other system types. Aquacultures can be seen with a
slightly “romantic aspect” as additional natural sources in the terrestrial
monotony, or as artificial, industrial fish tanks without natural relations
to the surrounding environment. On the other hand (Fig. 10, B), there
seems to be consensus with respect to strongly artificialized ecosystem
types, like dump sites, constructions sites or mineral extraction sites.
Here the divergences of the expert corrections have been extremely
low. By looking at the variability of judgements concerning the different ecosystem services, part D of Fig. 10 signalizes that the doubts
are minimal referring to provisioning services (crops, livestock, timber,
…) while the service classes in part C of Fig. 10 are including a mixture
of regulating and cultural services and two integrity attributes. Either
the nominated services ought to be explained with more detail because
they are representing bigger groups of utilities and relatively complex
service bundles, or their roles are hard to be determined on practice.
Summarizing these points, it is visible that the application of the
ecosystem service concept in general and the usage of the simple potential matrix will always be connected with an enormous complexity:
It is necessary to reflect natural structures and functions with respect to
many potential human advantages and problems. Furthermore, most of
these objects and processes are operating on complex grounds and their
valuation can be ambiguous if the respective viewpoints are not clearly
defined. Thus, there will always be a minimum uncertainty connected
with ecosystem bundle analyses. In spite of these –insecurities the
ecosystem services concept can provide extremely useful information
for applications in environmental management. And for such purposes,
the matrix approach can provide precious information.
4.3. Applicability – One simple example
This suitability shall be shortly demonstrated with the following
series of figures. It starts with a depiction of the features of the highest-

Fig. 12. Generalized ecosystem service potential profiles of typical degradational steps of land cover change, transforming pastures from forest, then
turning them into arable land, modifying the land cover towards discontinuous
urban fabric and finally ending in an urban system.

valuated ecosystem type of the matrix table, the mixed forest (Fig. 11).
This profile includes all discussed service classes and types arranged
around axes with RESPON values between 0 and 100. In general the
forest provides high capacities, but has only low potentials for provisioning services, except timber, wood fuel and wild food. Such profile
graphs have been constructed for all services and for all ecosystem
types. They can be downloaded from the supplementary materials of
this paper, where the reader will see that the values of the mixed forest

Fig. 11. Ecosyste m service potential profile infor mation for the mixed forest ecosyste m type, which is the starting point of the subseque nt series of land cover
changes.

system type can be found in the background of all other ecosystem
figures as well. Therefore we can find it in Fig. 12 as well. Here the
consequences of a typical landscape change are depicted: The degradation of several ecosystem service potentials starts with turning the
forest area into an agricultural site, changing from pastures to arable
land. Within these steps, an increasing loss of several cultural and
regulating services takes place, which is amplified in the forthcoming
steps from fields to discontinuous and continuous urban fabric. The
semi-quantitative balance of this typical retrogression can be seen in
Fig. 13: The ecosystems are losing high amounts of service providing
potentials and integrity valuations as a consequence of superficial
economic valorisations.
4.4. Applicability – Adapted ecosystem service matrices and regional
applications
Besides several matrix developments all over the globe, new regional and problem-specific applications of the matrix-approach are
developed, e.g. in Kiel University. Also the outcomes of matrix assessments are steadily compared to the results of quantitative, statistical
and model-based approaches of ecosystem service assessments.
Furthermore, the distinctions of ecosystem service potentials, flows and
demands are deepened and all of these branches are worked out. Also
the GIS-coupling is optimized and planning related applications are
conceived.
Furthermore, it has turned out that some questions need different
matrices to be answered. Therefore, recently compatible matrices are
developed, concentrating on the problems and conditions in the following topics and landscape types:
Agriculture: Investigations at the municipality scale have demon• strated,
that some matrix categories are defined with a far too high
generality. The most significant example is the CORINE ecosystem
type “non-irrigated arable land”. This type covers about 54% of the
German landscape area, and there are many different cultivated
plants which have significantly different effects on the ecosystem

service potentials: e.g. potatoes or wheat differ from maize or beets,
due to their biological foundations and the respective management
schemes. Therefore, in one project work, these conditions are split
up.
Also the three forest types of the CORINE distinctions seem
• toForestry:
represent a rather small in number compared to the different
forest classes which can be found in other classifications. Also here,
a finer distinction is desired in a project work. An improved understanding and particularly a more sensitive response by experts
can only be achieved by strengthening the understanding of the
functioning of such systems and the resulting potentials to provide
ecosystem services. For instance, coming to forest ecosystems,
CORINE derived types such as “mixed forests” are rather difficult to
assess since mixed could mean mixed deciduous, mixed coniferous
or mixed deciduous-coniferous forests with different dominance of
the one or other tree species group. An improved assessment that
connects with the particular expert knowledge of forest practitioners
should be based on forest types taken from forest inventory or
biotope and land-use mapping (Fürst et al., 2013; Witt et al., 2013;
Frank et al., 2015). Similarly, the understanding of regulative processes such as run-off or water erosion in agricultural land-use types
would require more information on the intra-annual dynamics of the
land-cover, so that the use of crop sequences for assessment is recommendable (Koschke et al., 2013; Lorenz et al., 2013; Frank et al.,
2014). This could be a great support in developing stakeholder
based scenarios and in generating trust of farmers in recommendations for beneficial scenarios based on ecosystem services (Koo et al.,
2018a,b).
Coastal management: It has been detected that the distinction of
• ecosystem
types and sub systems in the presented matrix in some
instances can hardly be applied due to the complicated integration
of habitats, sediments and water bodies as cooperating units of the
water column. Therefore, and in order to adapt to the spatial units of
the environmental management institutions, an adapted distinction
and matrix table is in work, which will be tested in a set of German
coastal environments as an outcome of the SECOS project.

Fig. 13. A budget of average ecosyste m service potentials arising fro m the retrogression described above.

Landscape planning: In collaborating projects, the utility of the ma• trix
approach for landscape planning and nature conservation is
checked and improved. For these purposes, additional elements
have to be integrated and the distinction between service potentials
and flows has to be applied with a high priority. A good example has
been developed by Schirpke et al. (2017, 2019a,b), by calculating
for the whole Alpine Space potential supply, flow and demand of a
number of ecosystem services. This could be a good basis for an
extension of the matrix concept. For instance: Green Infrastructure is
a planning tool from the European Union that aims to provide
ecological, economic and social benefits through natural solutions,
focusing on the delivery of a wide range of ecosystem service and
biodiversity conservation (European Commission, 2013). Formulatinig recommendations on green infrastructure management
requires a finer assessment, above all at the landscape or local level.
Small structures can be crucial for local ecosystem service delivery
and must be therefore included in the assessment. For example,
near-natural areas such as hedgerows and flower strips are important elements in rural landscapes as they provide habitats and
resources for ecosystem service providers. Ecosystem service delivery also largely depends on other ecosystem characteristics such
as bioclimatic parameters, soil and hydrological characteristics, land
use intensity, biodiversity as well as the landscape structure
(Kremen, 2005). An efficient environmental management therefore
requires to understand how ecosystem services are provided (Groot
and Rudolf, 2010; Kandziora, 2013).
Summarizing, we can state that for many applied purposes special
approaches of an adapted matrix can be selected and developed. Thus,
the presented matrix must be comprehended as a strongly generalized
regional prototype, which should be modified and adapted for the respective demanded case study conditions. It provides a prototypic
model and point of departure for the applied purpose. Furthermore, the
approach is in steady development, it is continuously modified as an
outcome of quantitative studies, critical comments and new results.
Besides the consequent steady improvement by scientific discussion and
criticism, interesting research projects are run to better include the
individual uncertainties of the experts and to better integrate the approach into applied evaluations, e.g. by working with parallel opiniondocumenting matrices that additionally describe the significance and
the demand for the respective services.

and working sequences are developed, elaborated tools are available
and the linkage of matrices with GIS data promises interesting applications in planning and decision making processes. Additionally,
the results are logical and comprehensible, the outcome is correct
and consistent. The sensitivity of the procedure is satisfying and the
usefulness is high.
steps have to be taken to improve the presented ecosystem service • Which
probability table? Several aspects answering this question can be
found in the discussion section of this paper. From our viewpoint,
the following points have to be investigated, tested and clarified
with highest priorities:
o complete the methodological spectrum by stronger integrating
characterizations of potentials, flows and demands dynamics of
comprehensive ecosystem service bundles,
o improve the adaptability of the approach by more specific adaptions, practical implementations and case studies,
o improve our comprehension of the methodological linkages between qualitative and quantitative conceptions,
o improve our knowledge on the role of scales, on the service-related interactions between ecosystems, and derive transparent
measures for area-related service-provisions,
o improve our knowledge by illuminating the linkages of ecosystem
integrity, ecosystem condition, ecosystem services and biodiversity, underpinning ecosystem service potentials with functions,
o improve the persuasiveness of nature protection and sustainable
development strategies by arguing more consistent with ecosystem service resilience and adaptability.
The application examples and discussions have shown the strengths
and weaknesses of the suggested renewed matrix approach. Still, there
is a need to improve the assessment basis, particularly when it comes to
an improved understanding of regulating services in natural and seminatural ecosystems, such as forests or agriculture and of regulating and
cultural services in urban ecosystems.
But also without the demanded strategic, methodological and
technical additions, the ecosystem service approach forcefully demonstrates the strong and diverse dependence of humans from nature, and
it shows illustratively and self-affected how urgent we need good concepts to utilize the natural resources in a sustainable manner. In this
sense, we wish to ask the reader for support and feedback, in order to
foster the development and to make the ecosystem service approach
more and more beneficial.

5. Conclusions
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